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Objectives/Goals
I believe that children's self control level does in fact correlate with test results. If children have the self
control to pay attention and listen to the teacher while they are giving a lesson, then it will show in their
test results. I plan to test this by giving 100 kindergarteners a marshmallow, and telling them that if they
can wait for 5 minutes; they will receive another one. Then I will record if they ate it or not. After that I
will give them the all subject test. I will compare the amount of questions that the children got correct,
with the amount of time that they were able to wait.

During my testing, I discovered numerous things. While timing the child, I realized that this test was a
great success. Not only was every test controlled, but each student was different in their own way. I
learned that a test quite similar to mine was performed in the 1960s. A man named Walter Mischel tested
four year olds, but then did a follow up test when they were 18 to see if the children that had the ability to
wait were "smarter." I believe that the amount of self control will somehow connect to children's test
results.

I was proven correct; the amount of self control does correlate with test results. I noticed that as the
amount of time children were able to wait, so did their test scores.

I enjoy the presence of children, so my quations was, "Does the amount of self control that a young child
has correlate with their test results?"

A teacher (Mrs.Peitryk) from the local elemtary school allowed me to test her students, Dailard
Elementary allowed me to test their students, My teacher Mrs. Marcarelli excused me from class, my
Mother drove me to and from my school and the elemtary school, and Anna Petrova helped me test.
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